Holiday Hatchimals: Get a Sneak Peek at the Toys Topping Holiday Wish Lists

_Hatchimals are Taking Over the Holidays Again – What Are the Hottest Products and What Will Sell Out Fast_

NEW YORK (PRWEB) November 05, 2019 -- Hatchimals continue to be the hottest holiday toys since their debut in 2016, which sold out in record time. To prevent last-minute holiday shopping frustrations, Michelle Jerson, Host of “Passport Mommy” teamed with YourUpdateTV to share some of the hottest Hatchimals products to help shoppers get a head start on their holiday shopping.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: [https://youtu.be/uPOCIJTPJZ0](https://youtu.be/uPOCIJTPJZ0)

These toys are all on hot holiday lists from Walmart, Amazon, Target and top toy experts. With fits for all ages, these Hatchimals are the perfect choice for anyone on your holiday shopping list. Whether you’re looking for a big gift or stocking stuffer, there is a Hatchimals product to meet your needs. Here’s are some of the hottest toys of the year:

Hatchimals Walkie Talkie
• With a Hatchimals inspired molded design, it communicates a clear message of fun
• Keep one and gift the second unit to your friend to stay in constant contact with each other
• Near or far, the thick antenna ensures you stay connected no matter the distance
• Power ons and off with a flick of a switch
• Thick antenna ensures messages on both ends of the conversation are heard clearly

Hatchimals Opp Headphones
• Soft cushioned ear pieces for superior comfort
• Kids-friendly volume limiting technology suitable for children ages 3-9
• Features your favorite Hatchimals characters
• Works with all portable devices that feature a 3.5mm stereo jack

Hatchimals WOW
• Inside the largest Hatchimals egg ever, you could hatch a pink or purple Hatchimals WOW in only 5 minutes! Then, extend the egg play and hatch again and again – each time Llalacorn wakes up, she’ll be in 1 of 10 surprise moods!
• Hatchimals WOW is larger than life! With a neck that can magically shrink or grow up to an amazing 32 inches tall, soft and fluffy Llalacorn expresses her emotions through her movements and comes to life!
• With over 250 sounds and reactions, discover Llalacorn’s unique personality as you play! She shrinks down when she’s held; chases her accessory up and down; sings along to music; grows tall to reach the high note and more!

Hatchimals CollEGGtibles Royal Snow Ball
• Royals have arrived in Hatchtopia and they can’t wait to meet YOU! For the first time ever, there are special accessories inside the egg! With Season 6.5 you are invited to the “Royal Snow Ball”. Meet even more friends with cute polar features! Collect across both mini seasons with so many surprises to discover. There is even a new rarity level, you’ll have to collect to reveal!
• Available in 1pk, 2pk + throne, royal multipack and 12pk egg carton with brand new jewelry box feature to store all your royal accessories underneath

Hatchimals Royal Pixies
• Royal accessories and spinning dance floor: Help get your Pixie ready for the Royal Snow Ball with her 3 royal accessories – hatch the egg to find out what they are! Then, make your Pixie dance by placing her onto the spinning dance floor display.
• Glittery hair and dress: Pixies Royals are dressed to impress! Each doll has colorful sparkly hair, a fabulous party dress, a poseable head and magical glittery wings that flutter! Which Royal Pixie will be your favorite?
• Hatch large shimmery eggs: There are 4 different Hatchimals Pixies Royals eggs available! To hatch, hold the egg and rub the purple heart until it turns pink. Gently press down to crack the shell and find out which Pixie princess is inside!

Hatchimals MEGA Secret Surprise Egg
• Inside of the Mega Secret Surprise, hatch and discover 10 adorable exclusive CollEGGtibles characters and 10 special crown accessories for them to wear! Then, continue to hatch to find an exclusive Pixies Royal and 6 accessories!
• Over 9 inches tall, this huge egg is full of EGGeiting surprises! Inside crackable sections and peel and reveal compartments, discover Hatchtopia Life app tokens, accessories, stickers, lip gloss and more!
• With a carrying handle attached to the Mega Secret Surprise, it makes a great storage and display case for all of your surprises! Pack all the pieces into the egg and take it with you on the go!

About Michelle Jerson:
Michelle is a lifestyle expert and new mom and hosts the syndicated radio show and podcast, Passport Mommy. As a multimedia journalist, she appears weekly on local and national radio and television segments talking about the most innovative and fun products for parents and kids. She can also be heard on New York's Nash FM 94.7, playing today's hottest country music. Previously, she hosted a relationship radio talk show on NJ 101.5 FM and a travel and lifestyle talk show on AM 970 The Answer.
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